Brown vs. Reagan

Is college tuition a reality?

"El Mustang" poll reveals Brown dragging in race

The next governor of the State of California will be Ronald Reagan of Cal-Poly. The poll, conducted by a public opinion research firm, reveals that Brown leads Reagan in the race for governor.

According to the poll, conducted by a public opinion research firm, Reagan is running behind Brown in the race for governor.

The following are percentage breakdowns:

- Reagan: 23%
- Brown: 34%
- Other: 43%

As to party affiliation, the following breakdowns are obtained: Republican: 35%, Democrat: 43%, Independent: 22%.

The most notable vote from both parties was high. However, declared Democrats and Republicans were almost equally divided.

Brown: 34%
Reagan: 23%
Other: 43%

 Officials expressed concern over the poll's results, saying it is important for voters to consider their options carefully before casting their ballots.

"We have had a tuition free system in California since 1965. We've been trying for years to make it easier for students to get an education. It is time to put an end to the current system. A free education at the college and university level is needed."

Reagan indicated that it was not the time to cut back on free education, and explained why an educational issue with limited opportunities is not a priority.

Reagan, on the other hand, contends that education in California is not free. He insists that as tuition continues to spiral and demand continues to grow, educated leaders must look at alternative solutions to our state's education problems.
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A button-down in a basket weave. (Something old, something new.)
This Arrow shirt gives you best of both worlds. (1) A long pointed collar in the most authentic tradition. (2) A husky-looking basket weave that updates ordinary oxford. For other interesting features, check the tapered body; back pleat and back collar button. Lots of stripes, solids and whites. "Sanforized" labeled. $5.00.
Bold New Breed from ARROW.

MISSION NEWS
The shop will be open late for magazines and packet books for your reading enjoyment.

1030 CHORRO "MUSTANG"" OUTLET

Proposition 16
Professors firmly oppose

The Executive Committee of the Association of California State College Professors has voiced firm opposition to Proposition 16, the so-called Clean Amendment, on the November ballot.
The organization represents approximately half of the full-time faculty in the California State Colleges.
At a meeting in San Diego last weekend, a resolution in opposition to Proposition 16 was passed unanimously, citing both constitutional grounds and the enormous problems of enforcement that this proposition is likely to create.
Arguments presented by the ACSCP against Proposition 16 include:
The probable harmful consequences of its passage are many. Among them must be the pressure on legal authorities to prosecute on the basis of the judgment of any person or group in a community who may believe that particular materials are objectionable and therefore should be burned. The pattern in the Amendment is unmistakable: it proposes, in a variety of ways, to substitute the judgment of any person or persons for the judgment or motives of persons receiving them.
This substitution is implicit in any prosecution for obscenity, but it is enhanced by the Code changes proposed. The guilt of persons handling such materials is to be established by whatever reasons the magistrate or newspaperman can present upon insufficient evidence.
El Mustang
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**SAC approves El Rodeo budget**

El Rodeo, the college yearbook, was allotted a working budget by SAC on its Tuesday night meeting.

After listening to reports that the college yearbook in the nation was forced to pay for its operation, SAC, after subsidizing El Rodeo and setting it at $1,500 instead of $2,000 as planned, was forced to pay for its operation. The reduction of its price to $5 to the general public should also attract more contributors, yearbook staff members feel.

Applied Arts Council offered its services in selling the yearbook, thus taking a load from El Rodeo staff which will now concentrate solely on production.

Problems in meeting the budget arose when a completely new budget was received from local advertisers. The planned revenue of $1250 as opposed to a total expense of $1250. The yearbook would further be increased to 40 pages with an added supplement of 16 pages. El Rodeo will be an issue for Poly Royal in the attempt to boost sales. This reduction of its price to $5 to the general public should also attract more contributors, yearbook staff members feel.

SAC offers a working budget by taking a load from El Rodeo staff. SAC will now concentrate solely on production. Problems in meeting the budget arose when a completely new budget was received from local advertisers. The planned revenue of $1250 as opposed to a total expense of $1250. The yearbook would further be increased to 40 pages with an added supplement of 16 pages.

**GIANt FOOD**

of San Luis Obispo remains the Largest and most modern Supermarket in this area with an abundance of parking for your convenience.

Our low, low prices and our friendly staff make Giant Food your family store. Come in, let's get acquainted.

**REAGAN VICTORY IN CALIFORNIA!**

OUR NEW TEAM

Ronald Reagan ..... Governor
Robert Finch ..... Lt. Governor
Houston Flusnoy ..... Controller
Spencer Williams ..... Attorney General
Ivy Baker Priest ..... Treasurer
Frank Jordan ..... Sec. of State

YOU CAN MAKE THIS COME TRUE!!

HOW? — By helping the victory squad for a couple hours on election day — Tuesday, Nov. 8.

The victory squad is a group of dedicated Republican students, like yourself, who want Ronald Reagan to win. They only difference between us and other Pro-Reagan students is that we will not just sit-by and hope Reagan wins. On election day, you can assure a Reagan victory by helping the victory squad get ALL Republicans to the polls. YOU CAN help tremendously!

Learn more about the victory squad by coming to the meeting this Monday, Nov. 7 at 7:30 p.m.
Go Mustangs!

The most common injury in football is the knee, whereas an injury to the head is something that cannot be fixed in surgery before the season begins. "Every man, no matter if spent in football or golf, he take off physical examination, and it is not always easy to he who spends his time. The athletic department can spot a counterfeiter or a hypocrite whistleblower and his Whistle-Blowers just before the season begins," explained Dr. James.
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BUST OF HUSTLE... Cal Poly backfield blackout points around right end for a short gain against Fresno State last week. He, along with halfback Steve Forster and Bob Cardella, will be out for revenge as the Colts tackle UCSB today in the final game of the season.

Today's contest will be the last on the Cal Poly schedule. In four games Cal Poly has given up 56 points while scoring 54 in their last two games.

Once again UCSB's offensive treat will come from quarterback Jim Cortese. Cortese carried the football for two touchdowns in the first meeting with the Colts.

Colt revenge slated next: With a fire resolution of 4-0, the Colts figure to have a large margin in their homecoming game this Saturday against Fresno. I hope he and the team will keep up the effort to cutout UCSB," said Coach Ed Swarts.

Colt revenge slated next: With a fire resolution of 4-0, the Colts figure to have a large margin in their homecoming game this Saturday against Fresno. I hope he and the team will keep up the effort to cutout UCSB," said Coach Ed Swarts.

Transistor Radio BROKEN? "I will be on the air from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. at the Coliseum Stadium, 543-5796.

Saturdays are for football... Sunday are for the Lord... Monday are for sleep...

The Colts defense kept the Bulpups in check most of the game by stunting the linebackers and heads up play by the ends which resulted in 72 total yards offense for Fresno.

Mustangs invaded from down under

If you first don't succeed, try not to succeed. Cal Poly's Colts will try not to succeed in their second meeting with UCSB Frosh today at Goleta. In the first meeting with UCSB Frosh two weeks ago Poly was handed a 48-10 belting by large margins. The Mustangs should try again. Cal Poly's Colts will be out for revenge in their second conference game of the season. "We must take the game to the Mustangs," said Coach Harden.

The Mustangs have followed a "win-win" pattern this season, with boasting a 4-0 record which will win three games to go.

Horace and the Mustangs bowed to Long Beach last Saturday, they could continue the pattern in their last conference game of the season.

However, the Mustangs figure to be the underdogs in this contest. Due to coming off their victory last week against the Heron Hall Killers resting in third, 2-1, the Mustangs are a 10-point favorite. Coaches had their players ready to take on the Mustangs.

Quarterback Frank Kelsey bins the Diablo attack, which includes a pro-type "T" offense, puts in there go-ahead effort. Dave DeWoody.

Commenting on tomorrow's contest game, Coach Harden said, "We must take the game to them with hard hitting and blocking. I don't believe we did this last week and it hurt us." The Mustangs have a motive to make the Valley after last week's heartbreaking 15-9 loss to the Mustangs. The Mustangs want to be the winners of last year's meeting and avenge last year's loss. The Mustangs were shut out by the Mustangs.

The Mustangs will try to get back on the track after being held by Long Beach.

The Mustangs will try to get back on the track after being held by Long Beach.

For a prettier you visit MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS

The design is patented. The name is registered.

For all musclemen there will be a intramural wrestling tournamant on Nov. 6 beginning at 7 p.m. in the Men's Gym. Weigh-in will be at 6-3.

The Miracle Win held down the lead in the Tuesday league with an unblemished slate of 4-0. Close behind are the Fremont Giants, 3-1, followed by the P.O.A.'s and Amo Aces with 3-1 marks.

The 3-1 record will rule the rest of the Thursday league with an unblemished slate of 4-0. In four games the Conquistadors have totaled 60 points while ranking up three shutouts. The Mustangs fall into second place, 3-1, with the Sheriff Hall Killers rolling in third, 2-2.

The Mustangs should remain undefeated and the Mustangs could be the fastest team in the league.

The Mustangs have followed a "win-win" pattern this season, with boasting a 4-0 record which will win three games to go.

Only three more games are on the slate for intramural football teams before the finals begin.

The changing of the stripes... a wardrobe tradition!

The Conquistadors emerged as a force in the Valley with a 15-13 victory over the Mustangs last week. The Mustangs made it one even In the first meeting with the Mustangs.

In their first meeting with the Mustangs Mustangs did not have the offense that the Mustangs had last week. The Mustangs did have a fire resolution of 4-0, the Mustangs figure to have a large margin in their homecoming game this Saturday against Fresno.

The Mustangs have followed a "win-win" pattern this season, with boasting a 4-0 record which will win three games to go.
Could you handle this kind of responsibility ... right after graduation?

(Then see our man on campus. He's got a career for you.)

Tom Trochim  B.A. in Mathematics, California State College at Long Beach. Supervising more than one hundred employees in a Toll Operations Office is a lot of responsibility for anyone just out of college. But Tom handled it well and now he's a drilling Computer Operations Chief, Tom's new responsibility, bill one million accounts.

Lee Camp  B.A. in Business Administration, Occidental. Handling six salesmen and some $750,000 worth of Yellow Pages advertising was Lee's first assignment—and a mighty big one. Now he's on even tougher job. In charge of 90 employees, he supervises the compilation of telephone directories now he's evening Computer Operations Chief. Tom's new responsibility: bill one million accounts.

Jim Cameron  B.S. in Marketing, USC. After a brief training course, Jim stepped into the job of Sales Manager in our Marketing Department. He's responsible for 750 accounts with an annual billing of more than $7 million. At it that wasn't an easy assignment for a recent college graduate. Jim's sales territory is also vast—extends from San Pedro to Huntington Park.

Don Myers  B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, UCLA. Don's first job: to develop testing procedures for Long Distance equipment and make a report of what improvements could be made in the system. Successful completion of one of his assignments made it possible for a large corporation to install a new communications system. In California additions and line Eastern exchanges simultaneously, with no interruption of service.

See our man on campus November 16, and 17.

Traditional Shop for Young Men

Wickenden's

Authentic Natural Shoulder
and Continental Fashions

Montrey A. Chorro, San Luis Obispo

Campus Capers

Books at high noon

Circle Harterter of the Audio-Visual Department will tell about the plays he saw while in London on Tuesday, Nov. 8. The program is part of "Books at High Noon" held in the staff dining hall at 12 noon.

During the past summer, Harterter saw Shakespeare's play, "A Midsummer Night's Dream," in England. He also saw the French comedy, "Let's Get a Drink." He and his wife have been to London, he said, "to see our man on campus. He's got a career for you.

New water ski club

The first meeting of the new Water Ski Club will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 8 at 7 p.m. in Room 206.

According to Hart Phillips, "The purpose of the club is to be a social club for students interested in water skiing.

Tau Sigma

Tau Sigma will open its formal meeting Tuesday in the math Library 2QE-A. The room will be open every Tuesday and Thursday from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Coffee hour planned

Attention all graduating seniors! The Senior Class of 1967 is sponsoring a Coffee Hour every Tuesday in the math library starting November 8, 10 a.m.

The students will meet before 10 a.m. in the Library 2QE-A. The room will be open from 10 a.m. to 12 noon, and from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., and from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Aero field trip

Clifford Price's senior class in aeronautical engineering will visit Southland engineering firms November 8, 10 a.m.

The students will tour facilities in Long Beach, San Pedro, and Long Beach. North American in Long Beach and Edwards Air Force Base will be visited.

Sigma Delta Chi features panel

A Freedom-of-the-Press panel will highlight the annual organizational meeting of the newly formed chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, national journalism society. Joe Lee is the president of Sigma Delta Chi.

The panel will be held for the banquet of the Journalism Association of California. The meeting will be held in Santa Barbara, Thursday, November 10, at 5 p.m. The meeting will be at 5 p.m. with the dinner starting at 7 p.m.

Present and former members of the journalism association are invited to attend.

Carbon Paper Chicken

We also have:

- Fish & Chips
- Hamburgers & Fries
- Tacos
- Tacos & Burritos
- Milk Shakes
- Cold Drinks

ARCUT CIRCLE

ACIRC

CAR CIRCLE

DRIVE-IN

California Boulevard

We also have:

- Fish & Chips
- Hamburgers & Fries
- Tacos
- Tacos & Burritos
- Milk Shakes
- Cold Drinks

Marie's Specialties

Jennings Drive-in
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- Tacos
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Marie's Specialties
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Nonconformity seen in campus dress

by Penny Duckworth

Friday, November 4, 1966

This page contains a detailed account of the fashion choices and attitudes of college students, specifically at Cal Poly, concerning the way they dress and the reasons behind their choices. The article explores the diversity of styles and the contrasting views on conformity versus individuality among students. It delves into the reasons behind the nonconformity, discussing factors such as personal preferences, cultural influences, and the impact of the college atmosphere. The text also includes quotes from various students to provide a comprehensive understanding of the topic.
perspective...comforting the afflicted and afflicting the comforted

Dave Rosenberg

From the horse's mouth

It is not often that we have the opportunity to interview such men of recognized stature in government as Mr.bummal Otto Block. Around Capital Hill he is called "The Man With the White House in".

Mr. Block, as we asked, how are you today?

Well, not so good since the election.

Accident? What happened?

Oh, it's nothing really. I was shopping in our neighborhood when this woman jumped up from behind me and knocked me over. Apparently, she mistook me for someone else and ran away. I'm a bit on the head with a black eye.

Why that's terrible!!"Morning on the brink of total destruction—"he's the after-effects are a bit troublesome.

Back to the subject, Mr. Block. I've heard that you are in class or elsewhere.

I have even occasion taken to bring them to the campus with me, to those among the confusion of intellects, statements dealing with them, and unfamiliar surprise.

Mailbag

Animal lover

Editor:

Thank you for the editorial in the Oct. 26, El Mustang. Anyone who has a horse for animals does not want to suffer, and a dog, or other animal, does not alone, nor do they suffer to be subjected to some degree. The owner of a pet does not like to leave them behind, nor does it belong to us.

The owner of an animal has a great desire to have them with us, and to pet them, and to see them when we walk out on them. But it is a mistake to think that they do not want to be told by us to leave them to their own defense, for us, and with a large, cut, and in not putting them among the confusion of intellects, statements dealing with them, and unfamiliar surprise.

Let it be known that they have greater freedom of movement, food, and not available, and the relative comfort of a familiar location.

The office is where one of my horses standing, and we are not even allowed to try to clean them, and small opening in the window.

I have such an occasional taken water out to them when our photographer wanted it, but idled them out, and at three, small opening in the window.

I have been, unirradiated, in want of air and water, and I would like to see them again to do nothing for them is still worse.

For such there are many reasons. A dog may be brought to the station, but the owners should be in a position to continue the handling while they are in Classics or elsewhere.

Therefore, there must be something more serious than having dogs up, and it is to be traced back to a chain or pickup.

Glen Smith

English Dept.

Arab club

Editor:

A recent meeting of the Arab Club was devoted on Mr. Winkle's request. A resolution should be made in the Math department, was presented concerning

The White House Mess

Yes, you see, it was one big decision for everyone. At the White House Mess could discern the State of the Union from the levellers on the plate. For instance, last week we had, chow mein for dinner, and he refused to even look at it. The next day we saw him get my attention as he walked over and picked up the food I had ordered from the plate. I see, Mr. Block, just what your job? Advisor? No, it's a ghost writer. No, exactly, it was the dish-washer to the White House Mess. Dishwasher? That's what it is, that's what it is. There seems to be something in mind when I told you had a White House host. But I do have an 'at'. At least did I. Now I've become what is what we call a freelance dishwasher. I can really expose the White House Mess.

Bob Kozcer

Conservatively speaking

Do you favor Brown or Reagan, why?

Ron Strickland—MF junior

"I favor Reagan. He is a registered Republican, the man is attempting to put an end to the campaign. As a governor, Brown hasn't been too bad, but I'm willing to give any- day of a chance.

James Dye—KL junior

"I favor Reagan—I think it will be interesting to see what difference it will make to the people, for governor, I feel it's too much of a change."

Jack Carver—AH senior

"I'm for Brown. I would vote for him. I've known both candidates, but his name means more to me. I believe real estate taxation. It means too much for both parties."

Walter White—AG, graduate student

"I'm in favor of Reagan—not just because he is the actor, but because he can't hold his name up to cheaper. I think it's a real estate tax. I feel this is a big issue in the campaign."

Gerald Le llarrou—Dairy Manufacturing

"Reagan, he doesn't have any name Brown, but I feel that Reagan should have an equal foot in the campaign."

Fred Whipple—EL freshman

"I don't really favor either one, and I'm not sure where is a center for me, but I will vote for Reagan, mainly because he's been in office for eight years and I feel like I want to see someone else."

Bess Belgas—AE fourth year

"I favor Brown because I think that his picture is an asset. I don't think that Reagan has had the experience necessary to win the marks for the state in the campaign."

Richard E. Tressig President, CCR

The 20th Century will be foot­

End of Mondaf-january

The 20th Century has passed.
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